
An award-winning activity provider in Central 
Scotland with continual 5-star reviews for our Stag & 
Hen Parties!

▪ Beautiful riverside location 5 
mins from Perth or 1 hour 
from Glasgow/ Edinburgh

▪ Can bring the event to where 
you’re staying

▪ Medals & bubbly for 
competition winners

▪ Local Café onsite which can 
supply lunch, cakes or 
breakfast rolls

▪ Event Manager personal to 
your group for the whole 
event

▪ All equipment & instructors 
supplied including wetsuits

▪ Bespoke itineraries or themes 
available; Harry Potter theme? 
No problem!

HEN & STAG PARTIES

willowgateactivitycentre.co.uk 
01738 637245  
info@willowgateactivitycentre.co.uk



Get down and dirty in this all-out competition to 
knock out your competitors and crown your 
team the ultimate winners 

IT’S A KNOCKOUT

Duration
2.5 hours

Min: 8
Max: 100

Price
£45pp

Land 
Based

Giant inflatables, arrows you can shoot at each other and 
sumo wrestling suits; let the competition begin!

Teams will compete against each other to win each 
competition. Throughout the event there will be a 
series of challenges; but remember it’s not always 
about being fast and furious, sometimes you’ll need 
tactics and team players to be the last team standing!

A great day for your friends and family to let their hair 
down, have a lot of laughs and do something entirely 
different. 

Cameras at the ready!
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Fierce competition across the land and water to 
choose which team wins the ultimate bragging 
rights

IN IT TO WIN IT

Duration
2.5 hours

Min: 8
Max: 80

Price
£40pp

Land & 
Water

If hands-on competition is what you're looking for, this 
active afternoon of fun is for you.

A combination of Combat Archery,  Giant Paddleboarding, 
Katakanuing, Sumo Wrestling as well as some Logic 
Challenges to solve, make In It To Win It a competitive and 
fun challenge!

For groups who are looking for something which will 
guarantee to bring out the best in some and worst in 
others, as well as have your friends laughing together as 
they all fall off a Giant Paddleboard or watch the bride 
shoot their Mother-In-Law with an arrow, then look no 
further.
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There’s nothing which says Scottish celebration 
more than Highland Games!

HIGHLAND GAMES

Duration
2 hours

Min: 8
Max: 250

Price
£35pp

Are you ready to wang a wellie? Toss a caber? Hurl a haggis? Aim an axe?

Our version of the Highland Games is all about having a fun time with friends and 
family, although don’t be deceived, we’ve seen friendships shred to tatters as the 
competition ignites.

Teams will test themselves with series of classic challenges, some as a team and 
some individually. The points will then be added up to crown which team are the 
‘buannaiche’.

The winning team will be rewarded with a bottle of local, Scottish bubbly
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Land 
Based



A kayak journey down the famous River Tay 
followed by a tour and tasting at Scotland’s 
oldest whiskey distillery, Lindores Abbey

KAYAK & WHISKY 
DISTILLERY TOUR

Duration
4 hours

Min: 4
Max: 12

Price 
£75pp

Land & 
Water

If you’re looking for a little slice of Scottish paradise, 
then this tour is for you! 

We’ll start by kayaking 10km down Scotland’s longest 
river, the Tay. Passing the historic fishing bothies along 
the way your guide will give you all the kayaking tips 
needed to make this a trip not to forget.

Once we’ve arrived at Newburgh, we’ll hop out our 
kayaks and over to Lindores Distillery. Here they’ll take 
you on a fascinating tour of Scotland’s first ever whisky 
distillery and give you a taste of their favourite 
whiskies. What could be better?!
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Take to the famous River Tay to see the Fair City 
of Perth from a different perspective

PERTH CITY KAYAK 
TOUR

Duration
2.5 hours

Min: 4
Max: 24

Price 
£36pp

Perfect for groups who are looking for a fun, relaxing and social activity to 
celebrate together with friends and family.

Your guide will be with you every step of the way to give you all the tips and 
tricks needed to make the journey around Moncrieffe Island a breeze.

Worried about Aunty Flo or Granny Margaret? No problem, our tours are perfect 
for almost everyone. For those who need extra assurance we have tandem 
kayaks available; double the people means half the work! (perfect for those 
feeling a little hungover too!)

A lot of fun guaranteed!
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Water 
Sports



Based on the famous 70’s quiz show, teams will 
use their general knowledge, mental prowess 
and physical attributes to win the Kryptonite

KRYPTON FACTOR

Duration
2.5 hours

Min: 8
Max: 200

Price
£35pp

Battle it in small teams to conquer the challenges laid out in front of you and 
complete the Krypton Factor!

A mixture of logic tasks to solve, questions to test your common sense or quiz style 
knowledge and physical challenges which can only be completed with team 
cunningness such as the human buzz wire, memory challenge, archery and 
tangram.

This is a great event for groups who don’t want to be too physical but still love some 
fierce competition.
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Based



Inspired by the TV show Taskmaster this event 
will have your team doing the weird and 
wonderful 

TASK ASKER

Duration
2.5 hours

Min: 8
Max: 150

Price
£40pp

We may not have Greg Davis's wit, or Alex Horne’s warped genius but our 
instructors have created some wacky challenges which will certainly get your 
friends riled up and desperate to win!

This day will encourage team collaboration to the extreme as you work together to 
complete tasks like the Human Buzz Wire,  Towers of Hanoi or Team Elevation.

No two Task Askers are ever the same so we can’t wait to see what your friends and 
family will bring to the table.
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Start by thinking outside the box, win 
challenges to gain resources and end as 
captain of your own raft
This day is the perfect balance between teamwork and fun.

It’s a race against time for groups to complete as many challenges as possible to 
earn more resources than their rivals.

With the resources earnt, you’ll build your team a raft. When the whistle blows its 
time for all teams to board their raft and set sail on their mission to capture the 
flag. 

A guaranteed belly laugher, this event also works great if you’ve got some team 
members who are hesitant of the water as they will still be able to partake in most 
of the day.
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PAY YOUR WAY TO 
VICTORY

Duration:
3 hours

Min: 8 
Max: 50

Price
£40pp

Land & 
Water



Get those brain cells working for your team to 
be in with a chance!
Willowgate Challenge combines mental ability with speed and fast thinking to 
create a fierce competition which almost always gets heated!

It's simple, we'll prepare a range of puzzles and challenges which your team need 
to complete as quickly as possible to score maximum points. Once the time is up, 
scores will be compared, and the winner announced to win ultimate bragging 
rights as well as some Willowgate prizes.

You've got to choose; is speed the answer, or is it worth going slow and getting 
maximum points on some challenges?... We guess you'll have to find out soon!
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WILLOWGATE 
CHALLENGE

Duration:
2 hours

Min: 8 
Max: 100

Price
£35pp

Land 
Based



If you're looking for a whole day of water fun, competition 
and a lot of hilarity then this is for you!

Once in teams, the competition begins! Everything from Raft Races to our inflatable 
SUP Polo court will have an element of fun and competition.

 Your day will include time on Paddleboards, Self-Built Rafts, Kayaks, Giant SUPs, 
Canoes and in our SUP Polo arena! 

Each activity has a different game or challenge associated with it, some will win your 
team points, others will be head to head. Which will be your favourite?!

Suitable for all abilities, this day is sure to be full of silly challenges aimed to test your 
teamwork, willingness to get wet and your sense of good ol' fashioned fun!
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WATER WARS

Duration
5 Hours

Min: 8 
Max: 35

Price
£50pp

Water 
Sports



PICK ‘N’ MIX

COMBAT ARCHERY PADDLEBOARD AXE THROWING

FISHING KAYAK

LASER CLAY SHOOT GIANT SUP

RAFT BUILDING BUSHCRAFT SUMO SUITS & ZORB

ARCHERY

CANOE

Design your own day from the activities below

One Activity
1.5 hours

£25pp

Two Activities
3 hours
£40pp

Event +
2 Activities
5-6 hours

£55pp

Events include: 
Krypton Factor 
In It To Win It

Highland Games
Task Asker 

Perth City Kayak Tour
It’s a Knockout (+£10)
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